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***

In 1921, just after the Russian Revolution, Yevgeny Zamyatin published a dystopian science
fiction  novel,  We,  in  which  a  spacecraft  engineer  lives  in  a  futuristic  city  made  of  glass
enabling government authorities to track everything that people do at every moment of the
day.

The novel influenced George Orwell and Aldous Huxley who wrote prophetic warnings about
state surveillance and totalitarianism in Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949) and Brave New World
(1932).

Slowly but surely the Pentagon and U.S. intelligence agencies are helping to transform
Zamyatin’s worst nightmare into reality—albeit with a twist. Rather than having to build
cities full of glass, they have perfected development of sophisticated computer technologies
that allow them to spy on everyone without the people knowing when they are doing it.

In late August, the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA), the research
and development arm of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (DNI), launched a
$22 million program designed to develop computerized clothing, including spy underwear
fitted  with  cameras,  sensors  and  microphones  capable  of  recording  audio,  video  and
geolocation  data.

According to the Office of  the DNI,  the newly developed eTextile  technology,  ideally  could
assist personnel and first responders in dangerous, high-stress environments, such as crime
scenes and arms control inspections without impeding their ability to swiftly and safely

operate.[1]
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Source: dailymail.co.uk

The new technology, however, brings with it a serious dark side, giving the government the
ability to insidiously spy on everyone all the time—without them ever knowing it. Journalist
Annie Jacobsen told The Intercept that the intelligence agencies “want to know more about
you than you.”

Frighteningly, this knowledge could include intimate physical details if the implanted spy
cameras are ones that can see through clothing—as many are capable of doing.

Betrayal of Academic Mission

One  of  the  entities  receiving  funding  for  development  of  the  spy  clothing  is  the
Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology  (MIT),  whose  faculty  has  also  been  involved  in
the creation of insect-sized drones, and a body-armor suit giving soldiers powers straight

out of a Marvel comic.[2]

MIT Professor of Mechanical Engineering Gareth McKinley is helping the Pentagon to develop a high-
tech suit for soldiers à la “Iron Man.” [Source: livescience.com]

Known as the “Pentagon on the Charles,” MIT’s close ties to the Pentagon and CIA go back
to  at  least  World  War  II,  when MIT’s  former  Vice  President  and Dean of  Engineering,
Vannevar Bush, a founder of Raytheon Corporation, headed the Office of Scientific Research

and Development (OSRD) which oversaw the Manhattan Project.[3]

After  the  Vietnam War  broke  out,  Students  for  a  Democratic  Society  (SDS)  led  sit-in
demonstrations at MIT’s Draper and Lincoln Labs, which worked on guided and anti-missile
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missiles in contracts with Raytheon, and guiding “smart bombs” and navigation systems
used to stabilize the flight of helicopter gunships and later of cruise missiles and drones.

Student activist Joel Feigenbaum urged MIT’s students to perceive the connection between
“our sparkling, expensive laboratories and the instruments of death produced by the fellow

next door.”[4]

Student protests in 1969 at MIT, the “Pentagon on the Charles.” [Source: libcom.org]

Few appear to be making such a connection today as no protests have been reported
outside  the  lab  where  the  new  spy  underwear  will  be  developed,  even  though  the
underwear is a harbinger of a dark future once envisioned only in science fiction.

In the Shadow of America’s Moriarty

One man who would be proud to participate in the IARPA’s latest pet project if he were alive
is Dr. Stanley Lovell, a Harvard research scientist and director of Raytheon Corporation who
headed  the  Research  and  Development  Branch  of  the  Office  of  Strategic  Services  (OSS)
during  World  War  II.

Believing that his job was to “stimulate the Peck’s Bad Boy beneath the surface of every
American scientist and to say to him ‘throw all your normal law-abiding concepts out the
window,’” Lovell oversaw the development of an impressive array of spy gadgets by his

“cloak and dagger boys” that helped the U.S. defeat the Nazis and Japanese.[5]

These gadgets included a 16mm Kodak camera in the shape of  a matchbox—a direct
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precursor to the spy underwear—along with a) incendiary candles (known as “the Harvard
candle”), flour and a bat bomb; b) a gait-altering device that gave agents a decisive limp as

part of a disguise; c) tasteless poisons; and d) train-derailing equipment.[6]

Lovell had been told by OSS Director William Donovan to become like Professor Moriarty, the
fictional nemesis of Sherlock Holmes, whom Holmes in the short story “The Final Problem”
calls  “the  Napoleon  of  Crime”  and  “someone  with  hereditary  tendencies  of  the  most

diabolical kind.”[7]

In the context of World War II, the dark humor seems comical and largly innocent.

However, there is nothing funny about the devious concoctions of America’s modern-day
Moriartys being used to create a surveillance apparatus that goes beyond even what George
Orwell imagined and that aids in killing people anywhere on Earth using robotic machines.

*
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Notes

SMART ePANTS Program Manager Dr. Dawson Cagle said that, “as a former weapons1.
inspector myself [in Iraq], I know how much hand-carried electronics can interfere with my
situational awareness at inspection sites. In unknown environments, I’d rather have my
hands free to grab ladders and handrails more firmly and keep from hitting my head than
holding some device.” 

The major R&D contract for the spy underwear project, totaling $11.6 million, was awarded2.
to Nautilus Defense LLC of Pawtucket, Rhode Island, which specializes in the development
of satellite and maritime surveillance systems. Leidos of Reston, Virginia, also received a
$10.8 million contract. Leidos, founded by J. Robert Beyster, a nuclear physicist who
worked at Los Alomos where the atomic bomb was developed, was formerly known as
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), which two decades ago set up a
media service in Iraq that served as a mouthpiece of the Pentagon. It has long had close
ties to U.S. intelligence agencies. 
See G. Pascal Zachary, Endless Frontier: Vannevar Bush, Engineer of the American Century3.
(New York: Free Press, 1997). 
Kelly Moore, Disrupting Science: Social Movements, American Scientists, and the Politics of4.
the Military, 1945-1975 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 144. See also
Michael Albert, Remembering Tomorrow: From SDS to Life After Capitalism—a Memoir
(New York: Seven Stories Press, 2006). 
Stanley P. Lovell, Of Spies and Stratagems (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1963), 40;5.
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John Lisle, The Dirty Tricks Department: Stanley Lovell, the OSS, and the Masterminds of
World War II Secret Warfare (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2023). 
Lovell, Of Spies and Stratagems; Lisle, The Dirty Tricks Department, 26. 6.

Lisle, The Dirty Tricks Department, 25. 7.
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